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Abstract— Sandwich panels are used to design and 

construction of lightweight transportation systems such as 

satellite, missiles structural weight saving is the major 

consideration and sandwich panels are frequently used 

instead of increasing material thickness. This type of 

construction consists of thin two facing layers separated by a 

core material. Potential materials for sandwich facings are 

aluminum alloys, high tensile steels, titanium and 

composites depending on the specific mission requirement. 

Several types of core shapes and core material have been 

applied to the construction of sandwich structures. Among 

them, the honeycomb core that consists of very thin foils in 

the form of hexagonal cells perpendicular to the facings is 

the most popular. The conventional single skin structure, 

which is of single plates reinforced with main frames and 

stiffeners normally necessitates a fair amount of welding, 

and has a considerable length of weld seams. Further, the 

lighter but thinner plates employed tend to increase weld 

distortions that may in some cases require more fabrication 

work to rectify. More weld seams also mean a greater 

number of fatigue initiation locations as well. Honeycomb 

sandwich construction, with a honeycomb core is 

sandwiched by two outer facing skins is better able to cope 

with such difficulties. Disclosed is a light weight honey 

comb structure that comprises a top panel and bottom panel 

and large celled honey comb layer disposed between the top 

and bottom panels. The honey comb panel structure 

according to the present invention can be used in such 

applications as a sound absorbing pay load shroud for 

launching vehicles, flooring and walls in aerospace 

applications, aircraft wings and in structures that will be 

exposed to high heat. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Sandwich panels are used for design and construction of 

lightweight transportation systems such as satellites, aircraft, 

missiles, high speed trains. Structural weight saving is the 

major consideration and the sandwich construction is 

frequently used instead of increasing material thickness. 

This type of construction consists of thin two facing layers 

separated by a core material. Potential materials for 

sandwich facings are aluminum alloys, high tensile steels, 

titanium and composites depending on the specific mission 

requirement. Several types of core shapes and core material 

have been applied to the construction of sandwich 

structures. Among them, the honeycomb core that consists 

of very thin foils in the form of hexagonal cells 

perpendicular to the facings is the most popular. 

A sandwich construction provides excellent 

structural efficiency, i.e., with high ratio of strength to 

weight. Other advantages offered by sandwich construction 

are elimination of welding, superior insulating qualities and 

design versatility.  

The concept of sandwich construction is not very new; it has 

primarily been adopted for non-strength part of structures in 

the last decade. This is because there are a variety of 

problem areas to be overcome when the sandwich 

construction is applied to design of dynamically loaded 

structures. To enhance the attractiveness of sandwich 

construction, it is thus essential to better understand the 

local strength characteristic of individual sandwich 

panel/beam members. 

The conventional single skin structure, which is of 

single plates reinforced with main frames and stiffeners 

normally necessitates a fair amount of welding, and has a 

considerable length of weld seams. Further, the lighter but 

thinner plates employed tend to increase weld distortions 

that may in some cases require more fabrication work to 

rectify. More weld seams also mean a greater number of 

fatigue initiation locations as well. Honeycomb sandwich 

construction, with a honeycomb core is sandwiched by two 

outer facing skins is better able to cope with such 

difficulties. 

Sandwich panels also provide added structural 

weight savings in the structure. It is for these reasons that 

the sandwich construction has been widely adopted for large 

weight critical structures. Honeycomb-cored sandwich 

panels have been used as strength members of satellites or 

aircraft, thus efficiently reducing their structural weight. In 

the railroad industry, passenger coaches of high-speed trains 

such as the TGV have been designed and fabricated using 

aluminum honeycomb sandwich panels. Recently, attempts 

to use aluminum sandwich panels as strength members of 

high-speed vessel hulls have also been made. 

A. General Theory of Honeycomb Panel in Bending: 

 
Fig. 1: Typical Honey Comb Panel 

For design of structures using honeycomb sandwich panels, 

basic structural properties should be first defined. For 

simplicity, the facings are assumed to have equal thickness 

to, and the core height is denoted he.  

The facing skins of a sandwich panel can be 

regarded as the flanges of an ‘I’ beam, since they carry the 

bending stresses to which the panel is subjected with one 

facing skin in compression, and the other in tension. 

Similarly, the core corresponds to the web of the I–beam. It 

is assumed that the core carries no longitudinal stress and 

resists the shear forces. The core holds the facing skins apart 
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such that the stiffness of the structure is increased. A core to 

skin joint rigidly joins the sandwich components and allows 

them to act as one unit with high tensional and bending 

rigidity. 

In computing the bending rigidity moment of 

inertia of the facing skin is used, with the assumption that 

top and bottom facing skins support the entire bending load. 

A composite material is made by combining two or more 

materials to give unique combination of the properties of the 

constituent materials. The advantage of the composites is 

that they usually exhibit the best qualities of the constituents 

and some qualities that neither constituent possesses.  

The properties that can be improved include 

 Strength 

 Stiffness 

 Corrosion resistance 

 Wear resistance 

 Attractiveness 

 Weight 

 Fatigue life 

 Thermal insulation 

 Thermal conductivity 

 Acoustical Insulation 

The composite materials are not "new". Since 

ancient times mankind has used composite materials in 

different areas. Straw was used to strengthen mud bricks. 

Medievals words and armor were constructed with layers of 

different materials. In the Mongolian arcs, compressed parts 

that are made of corn, and stretched parts that are made of 

wood and cow tendons were glued together .Although the 

use of composite materials is not new, the history of modern 

composites probably began in 1937 when salesmen from the 

Owens Corning Fiberglass Company began to sell fiberglass 

to interested parties around the United States.  In 1930, fiber 

glass had been made, almost by accident in 1930, when an 

engineer became intrigued by a fiber that was formed during 

the process of applying lettering to a glass milk bottle. Since 

then, many different types of composite materials have been 

invented and numerous studies performed on the mechanics 

of composite structures.  

In general, composite materials can be classified as follows: 

1) Fibrous composites 

2) Laminated composites 

3) Particulate composites 

B. Sandwich Structures: 

Sandwich structures are a special kind of laminated 

composite. Laminate composites consist of layers of at least 

two different materials that are bonded together. A structural 

sandwich consists of three elements.  

1) Face sheets  

2) Core  

3) Adhesive 

1) Face Sheet Materials: 

The primary functions of the face sheets are to provide the 

required bending a din-plane shear stiffness alongside to 

carry the axial, bending, and in-plane shear loading. There 

are various materials that can be used as face sheets. Some 

examples are given below: 

 Aluminum 

 Steel/Stainless Steel 

 Carbon/Epoxy 

 Fiberglass/Epoxy 

 Aramid/Epoxy 

 Plywood 

In a panel, it is generally desirable to use the same 

materials on each side of the HC structure. In cases where 

dissimilar face sheets are required, caution is needed to 

eliminate face sheet distortion due to unequal thermal 

expansion coefficients. 

2) Core Materials: 

The core has several vital functions. It must be stiff enough 

to resist loads acting in perpendicular direction to the panels, 

so the distance between the upper and lower face sheet 

remains fixed. Also, it must be stiff enough in shear to 

prevent the sliding of the face sheets over each other. If this 

condition is not fulfilled, the face sheets act as two 

independent panels and the sandwich effect is lost. In 

addition, the core should be stiff enough to stabilize the thin 

face sheets, otherwise wrinkling (local buckling) of the face 

sheets may occur. The most commonly used core materials 

can be classified in three main groups: cellular cores, 

corrugated cores and honeycomb cores. 

3) Adhesives: 

Adhesives’ (or the bounding layer) role in the sandwich 

structures is to keep the faces and the core co-operating with 

each other. The adhesive between the faces and the core 

must be able to transfer the shear forces between the faces 

and the core. The adhesive must be able to carry shear and 

tensile stresses. It is hard to specify the demands on the 

joints; a simple rule is that the adhesive should be able to 

take up the same shear stress as the core some adhesive 

types, such as phenolic, give out vapor during curing 

reaction. The vapor can cause several problems if this vapor 

is trapped; it may cause little or no bond in some areas, the 

pressure may damage the core material or it may cause the 

core to move to an undesired position. Common adhesives 

in current use are 

1) Nitrile Phenolic 

2) Vinyl Pheonolic 

3) Epoxy 

4) Urethane 

5) Polyimide 

6) Polyamide 

C. Manufacturing Methods: 

There are two major methods for the manufacture of 

honeycomb cores: 

 Expansion 

 Corrugation 

1) Expansion Method: 

The expansion method is more common and is used for 

making aluminum and agamid honeycombs. In the 

expansion process, sheets of material are stacked together in 

a block form. Before stacking, adhesive node lines are 

printed on the sheets to obtain interrupted adhesive bonding. 

The stacks of sheet are then cured. Slices of appropriate 

thickness are cut from the block and then expanded to obtain 

the desired shape. Shows the schematic drawing of the 

expansion method of honeycomb manufacturing 
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Fig. 2: Expansion Method 

2) Corrugation Method: 

In the corrugation method, the sheet of material is 

transformed into corrugation form using corrugation rolls. 

The corrugated sheets are stacked together, bonded and 

cured. Honeycomb panels are cut from block into desired 

shape without any expansion shows the schematic drawing 

of the corrugation method of honeycomb manufacturing. 

 
Fig. 3: Corrugated Method 

D. Three Point Bending Test of Honeycomb Panel: 

And this test is performed on simply supported beam of 

aluminum honey comb sandwich panel. 

 
Fig. 4: Schematic of Honeycomb Cell 

A 500 X 100 mm specimen is used for the three point 

bending test. Specifications of the honeycomb cell are given 

Item Parameter 
Dimension 

 

Core Cell size (mm)       S 6.35 

 Thickness (mm)             tc 0.0381 

 Height (mm)              hc 7 

 Density (kg/m
3
) 54.4 

Facing Thickness (mm)    tf 3.0 

Table 1: Specification of Sandwich Structure 

 

To investigate the characteristics of bending 

behavior of aluminum honeycomb sandwich panels and also 

to analyze the shear effects of honeycomb core, three point 

bending tests are carried out. Schematic view of the three 

point bending test set-up is shown in Fig 

 

 
Fig. 5: Test Setup & Honeycomb Panel after Test 

The experiments were carried out with a loading 

speed of about 0.05 mm/second. The linear elastic behavior 

is evident until the load approaches about 6.5 KN after that, 

local plasticity occurs around the loading point and the 

behavior becomes elasto-plastic. With further increase in 

applied loads, plastic failure occurred at the honeycomb cell 

under the round bar. From the experiments, it is observed 

that with an increase in the thickness of honeycomb core 

cell, the start of plastic deformation can be delayed, 

resulting in an increase of ultimate strength. 

E. Software Used For Designing of Honey Comb 

Structure: 

Solidworks

 
Fig. 6:  Design of Honey Comb Core 

F. Analysis for the ‘Three Point Bending Test of 

Honeycomb Panel: 

A simplified method is employed for the analysis of bending 

behavior for the present sandwich panel specimen. 

Honeycomb panel is idealized as a beam in bending. A 

simply supported beam subjected to a line load at its mid-

span is considered and it is assumed that the facing plate 

carries only bending stresses sf. If the thickness tf of facing 

plates is small, the variation of bending stress through plate 

thickness direction may be ignored. The distribution of shear 

stresses tc is assumed to be uniform through the core depth 

hc. Core carries only the vertical shear stresses tc 
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Fig. 7:  An Equivalent Beam Model for the Analysis of 

3point Bend Test 

The critical load for the honeycomb sandwich 

panel beam under bending effect is found at the stress of 

facing plate reaches the yield point i.e., sf = sfo 

Critical load determined using beam theory for the 

aluminum honeycomb panel under three point bend test is 

6.5KN. This value is in good agreement with experimental 

results. 

The three point bend test of honeycomb panel is 

also analyzed using FEM 

 
Fig. 8:  LOADS & B.C s Applied to FE Model in ANSYS 

From FEM analysis at 6.5 KN the bending stress in 

the facing plates at mid span is 280 MPa. This is close to 

yield strength of the facing material (Al ally, yield strength 

= 268 MPa). 

G. Analysis for the ‘Three Point Bending Test of 

Honeycomb Panel Using FEM: 

The three point bend test of honeycomb panel is analyzed 

using FEM. Facing plates are modeled as offset shell 

elements (Shell 181 of ANSYS) and the core is modeled 

with 4 nodded shell elements(shell 63 of ANSYS). 

 
Fig. 9: Deflection Contour of Panel 

H. Brief Description about Lifting Surfaces of Aerospace 

Vehicle: 

A quick glance at the various aerospace vehicle 

configurations indicates that a great variety of wing plan-

forms or configurations are used. Obviously the wing 

configuration for each of these aerospace vehicles was 

selected after detailed analyses to optimize the configuration 

to the requirements of each of the complete aerospace 

vehicles. To understand the logic behind the selection of a 

given configuration design, aerodynamics of different wing 

configurations, including the effects of airfoil section, wing 

plan form, aspect ratio, and wing area have to be considered.  

For a given aerospace vehicle configuration design 

the aspect ratio of the aerodynamic lifting surface is 

primarily dependent upon the following requirements  

1) Load factor or maximum trimmed lift 

2) Wing area 

3) Trim angle of attack 

4) Lift – to – drag L/D ratio 

Wings are characterized by plan form area and 

aerofoil shape. There are various plan forms and different 

aerofoil shapes depending on the type and trajectory of 

aerospace vehicle. Some of the commonly used plan form 

shapes and aerofoil shape. 

 
Fig. 10: Common plan form shapes of wing (a) Rectangular    

(b) Rectangular with rake tip (c) Straight Tapered   (d) Delta 

(e) Clipped delta 

I. Design of a Lifting Surface for Aerospace Vehicle: 

A typical missile has various lifting surfaces. Based on the 

location and control perspective they are classified as 

canard, wing and tail. The main focus of this project is 

‘structural design of a wing for a typical missile’. There are 

various other design activities of a wing before structural 

design 

1) Aerodynamic design for deciding the plan form of 

the wing for producing the required lift 

2) Thermal design based on ‘Kinetic heating 

Analysis’ for deciding the required material and tip 

chord thickness. 

J. Inputs: 

The following inputs are used for the design of wing 

 Wing plan form (Clipped delta , as decided by 

aerodynamic design) 

Wing aerofoil shape is modified double wedge 

 Leading edge & trailing edge angles are decided by 

aerodynamic design for a given root chord 

thickness 

 Normal aerodynamic load distribution on the wing 

(Total aerodynamic load of 3600N at a height of 66 

mm from the root   chord)  

 Construction material for wing is Ti-6Al-4V and 

the tip chord thickness is 3 mm (From Thermal 

design of the wing) 

 Tip deflection <= 5 mm (Constraint from 

aerodynamic design). 
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II. PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL DESIGN 

In preliminary analysis the root chord thickness required to 

withstand the bending load due to normal aerodynamic force 

is evaluated. Two cases are considered 

 A mono block construction of the wing 

 A build up wing with honeycomb core 

For the preliminary analysis root chord thickness of wing is 

computed to withstand the bending stresses at the root 

A. Mono block construction of the wing: 

 

 
1) Mono Block Wing: 

 Root chord thickness : 5 mm 

 Tip chord thickness : 3 mm 

 Total mass   : 448 g 
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For root thickness (t) of 5 mm maximum stress at 

the root will be 680 Map. To have adequate factor of safety, 

root is stiffened by providing a fillet of R5. Tip deflection is 

evaluated by FE analysis of the wing. 

 
Fig. 11:  Von Mises Stress Contour 

 
Fig. 12:   Deflection Contour 

From the Von-mises stress contour stress at the 

root of the wing is 587 MPa . This design provides adequate 

FOS on strength, but the tip deflection violates the 

aerodynamic constraint. To achieve the required tip 

deflection either root chord thickness or tip chord thickness 

has to be increased. 

B. Build Up Wing With Honey Comb Core: 

As discussed previously only the top & bottom facing skin 

supports the bending load. Preliminary analysis to decide the 

root chord thickness is carried out for buildup wing 

 
Fig. 13:  Build Up Wing 

Maximum bending moment at the root = 237 Nm 

Section modulus at the root   
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Let b = 100 mm and allowable stress = 680 Mpa 

From thermal design of the wing minimum sheet 

thickness has to be 1.5 mm, so keeping the sheet thickness 

as 1.5 mm, height of the core has been evaluated. For 

supporting the bending load required h=5mm, but this 

leaves the core height as only 2mm.Having a separation of 2 

mm between the top and bottom skin provides very little 

rigidity. So the core height is evaluated from the constraint 

of tip deflection. 

Evaluation of the tip deflection for the wing by 

analytical means is tedious process hence FE analysis for the 

buildup wing is carried out for a to find ‘h’ to suit the design 

constraints. Wing for h=10 mm satisfies all the design 

requirements. FE mesh and results of the static analysis of 

the wing for h=10 are shown in Fig 

 
Fig. 14: FE Meshes of Left Wing Panel & Honeycomb 

Panel 

 
Deflection Contour 
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Vonmises Stress Contour 

Fig. 15: FE Results For Static Analysis of Buildup Wing For 

H=10 

C. Specifications of Honeycomb Core: 

1) Buildup Wing: 

 Root chord thickness : 10 mm 

 Tip chord thickness : 3 mm 

 Total mass               : 402 gr 

 Skin thickness  : 1.5 mm 

 Honeycomb height : 7 mm 

 
Exploded View 

 
Sectional View 

Fig. 16:  Geometric Construction of Buildup Wing 

From above result it is clear that deflections and 

stress induced in build up wing i.e., with honey comb core 

are very less when compared to mono block wings. It is very 

advantageous in lifting surfaces. 

A clear comparison is given below: 

 MONOBLOCK BUILD UP WING 

STRESS 587  MPa 189 MPa 

DEFLECTON 16 mm 0.8 mm 

WEIGHT 440 gm 402 gm 

III. CONCLUSION 

Various options for the wing design are studied and as it was 

observed a mono block wing will have less stiffness for a 

given weight constraint. However a buildup wing for a 

given weight provides high rigidity. It is also noted that by 

increasing the thickness factor stress developed is reduced. 

So, by increasing the root chord thickness gave better result 

than before one.  As a part of scope of future work bending 

and crushing analysis is done by taking aluminum, titanium 

and high tensile steel honeycomb panels and the same 

analysis can also be extended to composite materials. 
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